STEAMER BLENDER
BOTTLE STERILISER & WARMER

CODE: CHSB001

Steams, cooks and blends your food as well as
sterilising your bottles and accessories.
Steams 2 meals simultaneously.
Warms & sterilises major brand bottles.
Preserves vitamins & nutrients.
Easy to use LCD display & controls.

ON THE GO
BABY FOOD POUCHES

CODE: CHFP001
20pk

CHFP003

10pk with Spoon

The perfect solution to portion, store
& serve baby food.
150ml/5oz..
Pre-sterilised & leak proof.
Self standing design.
Attachable spoons & spouts sold separately.

FREEZE ‘N SQUEEZE
POPSCICLE POUCHES

CODE: CHPOP002
20pk

Make your own healthy ice treats.
75ml/2.5oz.
Leak proof design with ziplock top.
Includes collapsible funnel for easy pouring.
Easy open design.
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ON THE GO
FOOD POUCH SPOONS

CODE: CHFP002

twin pack

CODE: CHFP006

twin pack

CHFP007

twin pack

The perfect solution to portion, store
& serve baby food.
150ml/5oz.
Pre-sterilised & leak proof.
Self standing design.
Attachable spoons & spouts sold separately.
Changes colour when food is too hot to serve.

ON THE GO
FOOD POUCH SPOUTS
Prevent spills, controls flow and protects little
mouths against sharp edges with these super
soft silicone food pouch spouts.
Promotes independent feeding.
Controls flow.
Non spill top.
Fits major brand food pouches.

FRESH FOOD FEEDER
The safest way to introduce solid food.
Assist baby to learn to chew without choking.
Soothes gums during teething.
Includes 4 reusable nets.

CODE: CHFF003
CHFF004
CHFF005

SIPPY CUP
ADAPTOR PACK

CODE: CHBT001
Single pack in white/clear.

Converts a wideneck bottle into a sippy cup!
Fits other brands (selected brands only).
Non spill design.
Includes handles and sippy spout.

STRAW CUP
ADAPTOR PACK

CODE: CHBT004
Single pack in white/clear.

Converts a wideneck bottle into a straw cup!
Fits other brands (selected brands only).
Non spill design.
Includes handles, straw spout, flexible straw and straw brush.
Weighted straw follows where the liquid goes. No need to
tip the bottle to drink.
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Stage 1 Bottle
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Stage 2 Bottle converts to a Sippy Cup
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Stage 3 Sippy Cup converts to a Straw Cup
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ON THE GO
POUCH WARMER
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CODE: CHWR007
Single pack, warmer in orange, cooler in blue.

Instantly warm milk bags & food pouches on the go!
Click the disc to activate the heat, no batteries or power
required.
Re-use hundreds of times.
Won’t overheat food or milk. Heats evenly and safely.
Fits most brand food pouches and breast milk bags.
Recharge the heat pack via electric steam sterilisin, boiling
or via microwave. (please follow instructions in pack)
Includes pouch warmer, pouch cooler & insulated
travel bag with stroller clip.
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CLICK ‘N GO
BOTTLE WARMER

CODE: CHWR005
Single pack in orange.

Instantly warm baby bottles on the go!
Click the disc to activate the heat, no batteries or power
required.
Re-use hundreds of times.
Won’t overheat food or milk. Heats evenly and safely.
Fits major brand bottles and food jars.
Recharge the heat pack via electric steam sterilising, boiling
or via microwave. (please follow instructions in pack)
Includes gel warmer & insulated travel bag with stroller clip.

UNIVERSAL
CAR BOTTLE WARMER

CODE: CHWR001

Plug into your car charger to heat bottles on the go.
Warming pouch can stretch to fit different size bottles from
major brands.
Won’t overheat food or milk.
Heats evenly preventing hot spots.
Fits snug against curved bottles with the adjustable strap.
Connects to all model cars via the car charger.
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THERMOSENSOR
BREAST MILK BAGS

CODE: CHAC001TH
Single pack, warmer in orange, cooler in blue.

Sensor detects when milk is the correct temperature
to serve!
Blue key on the pouch will turn white when milk is at the
correct temperature to serve.
Leak Proof.
Self standing design.
Re-usable.
Attach directly to breast pump with the blue strap.

MICROWAVE
STEAM BAGS
Sterilise bottles and accessories on the go in
this flat packed compact bag!
Sterilise in as fast as 1.5 minutes.
Each bag can hold 2 large bottles from any brand.
Self standing design.
Re-use each bag 20 times. That’s 120 uses in each box.
Perfect for travelling, compact and easy to use.

4 IN 1 EAR & FOREHEAD
THERMOMETER

CODE: CHAC0019
6pcs per gift box.

CODE: CHAC001TH
Single pack, warmer in orange, cooler in blue.

CODE: CHTH001

Gentle enough for a sleeping baby and so fast that
you only need 1 second to take the reading. 3 time
winner of the Mother and Baby best thermometer
award.
Fast 1 second reading.
Accurate to 0.20 C/30 F
Takes both ear and forehead reading.
Remembers the last reading.
Clock and room temperature function.
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PACIFIER
THERMOMETER

CODE: CHTH002

Yes you read right, a pacifier that takes baby’s
temperature safely and accurately!
Takes a constant reading as baby sucks on the pacifier.
Accurate to 0.1 C / 3 F.
Splash proof.
Auto shut off.

CLIP ‘N SIP
UNIVERSAL STRAW
SPOUT & TEAT LID
Make any cup a baby bottle or non spill sippy
or straw cup or...

CODE:
Includes: 2 sleeves, sippy cup insert & straw cup insert with
weighted ball & straw.

CHSL001

twin pack

CHSL002

twin pack

Just stretch the silicone skin over and clip in the insert you
need.
Fits mugs, sports shakers, regular cups and more.
Grows with your baby from 0 months to 5 years.
Sealing disc closes any cup you put it on for easy travel.
Fits most other brand wideneck nipples.
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